Error Report 1504

Error Report 1504 states that program PPCTLU33 contains an error assigning the input Rate-Set-Effective-End Date from the transaction to an incorrect field name in section 29355-UPDATE-TPY-SUBTABLE. The input Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date was inadvertently moved to the Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date (TPX-SSP-RS-END-DT) for the PPPTPX Table. However, the assignment of the input Rate-Set Effective End-Date to the incorrect Rate-Set Effective-End-Date field name did not cause a problem; the program performs section 75500-IDENTIFY-PPPVZTPY-TPY, which correctly moved the input Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date to the field name TPY-SSP-RS-END-DT prior to updating, inserting, or deleting a row on the PPPTPY Table. Thus, the execution of the unchanged program PPCTLU33 showed that the Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date column was updated correctly on the PPPTPY Table.

DB2 Programs

PPCTLU33
This program has been modified to assign the input Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date to the correct field name TPY-SSP-RS-END-DT in section 29355-UPDATE-TPY-SUBTABLE.
Test Plan

The Rate-Set-Effective-End-Date associated with Title Code 4009 was changed using Transaction Code 55 (UPAY 792). After the modified program PPCTLU33 was run, SPUIF was used to verify that the TPY-SSP-RS-END-DT column on the PPPTPY Table was updated from 12-31-9999 to 12-31-1999.

Note that running the unmodified program PPCTLU33 produced the same result.

Campuses can replicate the above test, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

Installation Instructions

1. Install, modify, DB2 pre-compile, compile, and link Batch program PPCTLU33 into the Batch Loadlib.

2. Bind Plan for PPP004.

3. Campuses can replicate the above test, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.
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